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Isolation

by
Vi.

G. hiolyneux

Spring arrangements are described that provide flexible
supports of
very low stiffness
for a limited range of movement. They are suitable as
supports for vibration
isolation
provided the levels of vibration
are not
too large.
tion

Some particular
application3
of tie errangem3nts for vibration
and in other fields are discussed.
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1

Introduction

The problem of vibration
isolation
arises in all fields of engineering
where rotating or vibrating
machinery is used. Unbalanced forces in the
machinery ~cduce unwanted vibrations
in the surroundin@; structure and the
problem is either to isolate the machinery rl'rom the structure or, if this is
impracticable,
to isolate components mounted on the structure from the
structural
vibrations.
The usual practice in vibration
isolation
is to mount the component to
be isolated on flexible
supports so that the rigid bdy frequencies of the
component on the supports are very low by comparison with the frequency of
In this cdr~stanoe
the level of vibration
the troublesome vibraticns~,2.
transmitted through the supports is a f'unction of the ratio of the rigid body
frequencies to the vibration
frequenoy3.
Obviously the ideal requirement
for such supports is that they should provide zero rigid body frequencies,
i.e. their stiffness
should be zero.
One support satisfying
this ideal requirement is the sine s@.r&,
which provides a pure zero stiffness
for a considerable r-e
of moveraent.
However, the latter feature can be en edarrassment
since it implies that
any slight change m the effective
mass of the supported component lea&s to
large excursions of the ccrmponent on its supports, with no restoring force
to return it to the datum position.
R&her,
the sine swing is not well
suited for supporting very large loads.
In principle
it is adequate for vibration
isolation
if the support provides zero stiffness
over a greater range of movement t&an the amplitude
level of the troublescane vibration.
Such levels are generally of the order
of hundredths of sn inoh.
In what follows a spring arrangemsnt with a non-linear stiffness
characteristic
is describe$that
provides zero, or very small stif'fness for
a limited range of movement. Though the stiffness
chsracteristios
of the
arrangement are non-linear the components used are conventional linear
SpritlgS.
Some applications
of the arrangement to vibration
isolation
and in
other fields are discussed.
2
2.1

Spring

arrawements

Inclined

springs

Consider first the spring arrangement
two inclined Compression springs AC and
hinged at A, B and C to form a triangle
tit the unstressed spring lengths AJ3, AC

shown in Fig.1.
Here there are
AC eaoh of stiffness
k freely
of base BC P a snd vertex A.
equal 4, wfiere

Now suppose a load W is applied at A so that A moves to At, the
springs
AEs, AC being cornFessed, teMng up an incLinaticn
8.
The lccation of A' ontheline
AA' is defined by

x = pne.
Then the expressions
AA' are:
* Patent applications

for the load
10722/56 and

W and the stiffness

2k26a/fj6.
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(2)

3dx

along the axis

W
s=
I
'Z'zi

( set cl, - set 8) s3.n e
m

=

2(1 - set 61cos3e)

A negative value for dM
dx corresponds to positive
decreases as W increases.
It is apparent from equation
zero when

(4) that

(3)

.

(4)

stiffness,

the stiffness

for

along

x
Atl'

is

1
cos 8 = co2

CL

and there is a maximum in the loe.d-displacement

(5)

curve for this condition.

Cos a aefines the ratio of the ultimate compressed length of the
springs to the unstressed length.
In Fig.2 the load ad stiffness
fYu-&ions
(equations (3) and. (4)) are plotted for various values of GC.
It is apparent that this spring srrangement can provids sero stiffness,
but it has little
practical
value as a support for vibration
isolation,
sinoe the ooditions
for eero stiffness result in unstable squilibrium
of
the system. Aw slight inorease in load beyond the optimum value leads to
a negative sti.fYness condition,
and, A then moves rapidly to the opposite
side of the datum BC, ultimately
coming to rest when the extension in AB
and AC balances the applied lea&
It is apparent that it is not sufficient
merely to satisfy the adirequirement must
tion that the support stiffness
must be zero; a stability
also be satisfied.
The stability
requirement is satisfied
if thfi suppart
~ovides zero stiffness
for some optimum load, and positive stiffness
if
the load is increased or decreased from this optimum value, i.e. the zero
curve.
stiffness
pointmustbe
a mininnun for the stiffness-displacement
This requirement also has the effect of limiting
excursions of the load. on
the support since in any such excursion there will be a restoring force to
retorn the load to the zero stiffness
condition.
From a fwdher

differentiation

5k a%
'ax2

of equation

(4) we have

- 12 set C( 00~~8 sin e

=

which indicates that the stiffness
seen Prom Pig.2b).

is a minimum when e is zero (as can be

This minimum provides zero (rather than negative) stiffness
only when
a is also zero (equation (5)), i.e. when the unstressed spring length 4
equals 2 , the springs then lying along the datum EC. From equation (3)
this requires that there is zero applied load, so that the arrsngement is
useless as a load carrying flexible
support.
2.2

Inclined

sprin,w

and

axial

spring

Now consider the effect of adding a tither
spring IX% of stiffness
qk along the axis AAt (Fig.l).
Prior to coupl5ng E to A let E be
at a distance
s from the datum BU.
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Viith E coupled ta A the expressions
the axis AllI are
w
-=
ka

( se0 a - sece)sine+;

-i;.z1
and from a further

m e: 2 l(

differentiation
".&
k ax2

when

for load and stiffness

s-+
(

along

tan 6
>

set a oos3e) + q

of equation

(8) we have

= -12seo.~oos~esine.

From equations (8) and (9) the stiffness
B is zero and when

(8)

(9)

has a minimum value of zero

and for these oonditions thkre is a point of inflexion
in the load displacement curve, the optinrwn 10~3. being given frcm equation (7) as
PI =

qks.

(11)

It is apparent from equations (1) and (IO) that the ratio
q of the
axial spring stiffness
to that of an inclined spring is determined solely
by the ratio of the unstressed length to the ultimate compressed length of
the inclined springs.
Further, from equation (II),
the optload is
simply the load required to extend the axial spring to the dat;Um EC, and
the optimum load for the support can therefore be varied simply by moving
the anchorage D of the axial spring so as to vary 8.
In Pig.3 the load funotion of equation (7) is plotted against
8 and
tan e for two different
initial
conditions
for the inclined springs
(a = 300 and a = 600), In both cases the value of s for the axial spring
is a2'
The point of inflexion
when 8 is zero oan be seen. Also plotted
against
tan e 3.53the corresponding load function for the axial springs
alone, and it oan be seen that for values of e between a snd zero the
combined system carries more load than the axial spring alone, and between
zero and -a it oarries less load.
The stiffness
together with the
combined system is
appreciable range
when e is zero.

function for the two conditions is plotted in Fight,
curve for the axial sprhgs
alcne.
The stiffness
of the
less than that of the appropriate axial spring for an
of tan e, and in particular
has a minimum zero stiffness

The significant
parameter for vibration
isolati4n
is the support frequency, and accorllingly
the frequency function for the support is plotted in
Fig.5
This function is the sqye
root of the ratio of stiffness
function
2.
2

to load function,

i.e.

i.
(

$

.
>
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When (I is 60' the frequency function for ths combined system is less
than that of the axial spring for a side range of tan 8, and in particular
is zero when 6 is zero. When a is p the range of reduced frequenoy is
more limited.
However, since the frequency of the axial spring under
applied load is inversely proportional
to the square root of the extension
of the spring5, the range of reduced frequency for the combined springs
over that of the sxial spring alone will deped on the initial
value of s
for the axial spring.
Whatever the value of s the frequency of the combined springs wiL1 be very low for a limited range of movement in the
region of 0 = 0, thus satisfying
the requirements for a support for
vibration
isolation.
2.3

General purpose support

In ~ig.6 a general purpose support for vibration
isolation
is shown
that is based upon the arrangement of inclined springs snd sn axial spring
desoribed above. A series of inclined compression springs are spaoed
around. a oentral pillar which carries the oomponent to be isolated.
The
springs are so spaced tit
there is no net aids load on the pillar
for
axial movement. Aa sxial compression spring is rovided, snd its stiffness
is determined from the general form of equation PIO), When there are n
inolined springs each of stiffness
k it is easily
ahown that
the general
expression for the ratio
q of stiffness
of the axial spring to that of
an inclined spring is given by
seoa

=

I+;.

($2)

With this condition satisfied
it is then only necessary for the
inclined spings
to be at zero inclination
under the applied load for the
support to provide zero stiffness.
If the applied load is too great the
inolindion
becomes negative and the adjusting sorew must be screwed in
untU. the zero inclination
requirement is satisfied,
and. oonversely.
The
range of load that can be supparted with zero stiffness
on a particular
support is therefore determined by the range of the adjusting sorew and
physical limitations
on the sxial spring.
A support of this type used for mod5ng equipment in an aircraft,
would normally only povide zero stiffness
for the strazght s.nd level
In a climb, dive or other manoeuvre the stiffness
will
flight
condition.
be positive with consequent loss in effectiveness
for vibration
isolation,
This problem has been considered by shapirol in relation
to the sins
spring, and he suggests a methcd far its alleviation
by applying "g"
sensitive bias tc the system. The method couldbe used with the present
deyiioe, the adjusting screw being geared to a "g" sensitive lever so that
inoreased "gt' lnoreased the aompression in ths axial spring and vioe
versa, while maintaining
the auxiliary
springs at zero inolination.
To support large loads, such as a complete aircraft
for ground resonanae test&,
very powerful springs canbe used, or alternatively
a series
of supports with less powerful springs can be arranged along an axial shaft
which carries the main load.
2.4

Alternative

arrangements

In the arrangements discussed above the inclined springs are he3ical
compression springs, but alternative
arrangements using tension s@ngs
Similarly,
or osntilever
springs osn be devised, as shown in Pig.7.
different
types of swings can be used for the axial spring.
Furthermore, the principles
invol.ved are not limited to providing a
zero linear stiffness
but can also provide a zero torsional
stiffness
for
a system under torque load. Consider, for example the system shown
-6-

in Fig.&
A linkage srm AB is clamped to the torsion member snd has compression springs AC, BD of stiffkess
k and unstressed length
.4 at its
W-I&..
Pollowing a similar procedure to that for the axial load system it
can be shown that the torsional
stiffness
of the' loaded shaft is a minimum
The springs are then
when the shaft is twisted so that BAC are in line.
The stiffness
under nmximum compression with a compressed length of $.
minimum is zero (rather than negative or positive)
when

262 =
a
where the torsional
This equation

Further
is given by

stiffness
is identical

the torsion

load

(13)

I+$

of the shaft is defined as qkb2.
in form with equation

(10) sinae

T in the shaft when *he stiffness

is zero

T = q kb211,

(14)

which, for a given sping system &per& only on the initialengle
$ d
the shaft when unstressed.
This equation may be aomprea
with equation (11)
of the axial load system.
3

Some applications

to vibration

isolation

A few special applications
of the linear and torsional
systems to vibration isolation
are considered.
Fig.9 shows their application
to road vehicle
suspension systems. Coil spring, cantilever
spring and torsionbar
suspensions are all in ourrent use, but by the addition of sn indined
spring the
stiffness
of the suspension can be markedly reduoea, without inoreasing the
deflection.
By reducing suspension stiffness
a greater degree of isolation
of the body from road shocks is obtained.
Fig.lOa shows how
reduced, isolating
the
greater
comfort.
Such
Applications
for other

the stiffness
of a cantilever
bucket seat can be
occupant from vibration
ena shocks sna pr~x&S.ng
seats are in common use on agriculturalnmchinery.
types of sprung seat can be visualised.

Fig.lOb shows the suspension for a siesmic ty-pe of vibration
transducer.
This provides very small stiffness
for a limited range of movement, which is
a necessary requirement for instruments of this type,
4

Other applications

Applications
of these spring arrangements in fields other then vibration
isolation
can be visualise&
Three such applications
are shown in Pig.11.
Fig.lla
shows a mechanioal tension meter, that provides a sensitive
indication
of small variations
in tension about some predetermined level.
It couldbe used, for exsmple, as a weighing device to detect small variations in weight of nominally identiaal
objects.

Fig.llb
shows a non-linear
torque meter, that oould be used as the indiThis provides a sensitive indication
of
cator in a variety of instruments.
torque variations
about some predetermined level.
-7-

Fig.llc
shwfs a torque regulator,
providing a sensitive m-s of
It
detecting wriatlons
in ths torque transmitted by a rotating snaft.
could be use3 in conjunction with an automatic gear changing device.

Conclusions

5

Z?e inclined spring arrangements wnicn nave been descrlbed are capable
of providing low stiffness
for a limit&
range of movement. They can, vriti
advantage, be used as support springs in vibration
isolation
mecnanisms
provided tne levels of vibration
are not too great. and for moderate levels
In sircraft
applications
tne applied acceleration
of applied acceleration.
aspect is an important cme, because of the accelerations
encountered
during manoeuvres. The inclined spring arrangement is, howsver, no worse
off in catering for tnis case than tne conventional. type of spring mounting
and has the advantage of providing improvd isolation
under normal
conditions.
There
are many other possible applications
for s&ng arrangements
Some uf these are described in the paper.
based on tnis principle.
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